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Bands iri the "v:lcihityof lj.l, were first observed and assigned to " . l " . j ."
CaO and' S~O by Meggers(l)~" HUlt~n and Lagerqvist (2 ) .. ~ .~ '.,~ .
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. ~:.' . .'...." the 0-0 band at 9l96A. 'Lagerqvist and Selin (5) published further rota-"
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., '." tional analysis of bands of the, 0-2 seq~ence, and also listed an unassigned band sequence in the region from ,1. 09j..L to 1.12j.l. .This sequence looks reverse. 'Ibis produces the unusual behavior of tail bands with vibrational', structure shading to the v:l.olet and rotational structure shading to the red, ;" ;.'
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-6- Proof of the assignment can be found in the comparison of calculated and observed isotopic 'shifts in Table III ., The calculated isotopic shifts":' " :."
were obtained by using constants taken from Hultin and Lagerqvist (2).
Perturbations cause large differences between calculated and observed with resulting complication in analysis of the spectra.
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Additional proof of the nature of the ban~sis furnished by arota-.
tional analysis of the 3-5, 4-6, 5-7, and 6-8 bands'. Each of. these. bands "
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· has an upper, state in common with bands previously analyzed' by Hultin and Figure 1 shows a line based on them, and (l) x. values of Hultin and Lagerqvist.
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The fit is good for low v" numbers but a definite positive'deviation of' the experimental points is apparent at higher v ll1.unbers. A third order constant (l) y. has been determi.ned to account for the deviation such ·that e e . . . '."',", .
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Figure 2 demonstrates th~ scatter in' 6G~+1/2':alues for th~:'A1Z d"',, , : ' ~"
: .: ',. '; ; .
.' ; sta'te • One notes, how'ever,that t,G 1/2 'for v"':::: 3 and4'seem particularly"', ":
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( /"9r~~';' " : ' , ' , ~7 ,third ~rde~ '~onBt.nt (j) eYe o~ thO n :tat. 10' o~ oomeintere ~t' ' , i ".
, c;",j' \~:~:;;iX ' s 1n~~, in ,relation to ~ e and (j) eX e; , it appear B 'to be quite , large, ,!xi fact. :' )',\ ,~,"')'<::};':<':_/" " its pesitive value requires additienal negative, terms 'Of higher ,power inv',i~, ,'," : " ,", "' 
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, " :COmbining'6G~:~)2 ;,6f'low'er'v andapp~6prr~teband; head measu~emeIlts~::'.;:\:::!>,:~, : ,.,' .~""':.:. ,': in the orange' region. The orange 'bands ,did not seem to -show any isotope, ..
" .,'::-';'.1 :~. ~:,": . ' ,'" shift when ois was used; : it may be n,ecessa;y-tb-ti;e drier oxygen' to . ,'.
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• This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored worko
Neither the United States, nor the Comm1SS1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
Ao
Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or 80 Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractoro
